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Getting to Know Java2

Before you get your hands wet trying your first Java 
program, you need to learn some basic concepts relating to 

the Java architecture and language semantics  

Chapter 2



Chapter 2 Topics:
What you will learn in this chapter:
 The history and key features of Java
 How the Java Technology works
 The key components of the JRE and how they collaborate
 The different type of Java platforms & apps
 The relationship between Java and JavaScript
 The basic concepts of the Java language structure
 The primitive Java data types and how they are used.



 Originally developed by Sun Microsystems in 
 Sun release Java 1.0 to the public in 1995
 Sun made Java’s core code available as open 

source in 2007
 In 2009, Sun was acquired by Oracle, which is 

currently continuing the development of Java.
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 Simple: Java includes a rich predefined set of packages (i.e. database 
access, GUI design) that can be easily reused

 Platform independent and portable: Java apps can be 
executed on different  platforms

 Secure: Java imposes various types of access restrictions to 
resources and carefully supervises memory allocation

 Multi-threaded:  Java code can be run concurrently as multiple 
threads in a process, in order to improve its execution performance.

 Dynamic: Java allows code to b added to libraries dynamically and 
then can determine which code should run at execution time..
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 What is platform independence? 
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Looking under the Hood
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 All Java programs are compiled into class files that 
contain bytecodes, the machine language of the 
Java virtual machine.
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Java Runtime Environment     
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 The Java Runtime Environment (JRE) is the 
software in which Java programs runs.

 It consist of various components:
 Java API (Application Programming Interface)
 Class loader
 Bytecode verifier
 Java Virtual Machine



Java Runtime Environment     
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http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/downloads/jre8-downloads-2133155.html



Java Runtime Environment     
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 Java API- set of pre-packaged, ready-made Java 
components grouped into libraries.

 Class Loader- locates and reads the *.class files 
needed to execute the Java program and loads the 
bytecodes into memory.

 Bytecode Verifier- checks to make sure the 
bytecodes are valid without breaching any of 
Java’s security rules.

 Java Virtual Machine (JVM) - is an abstract 
computing machine that enables a computer to run 
a Java program.



Java Applications
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 Standalone Applications – can run on its own 
without needing to be embedded in a particular 
host environment. Need only JVM to execute.

 Java Applets– is a Java app that is embedded in an 
HTML page and run by the client web browser.

 Java Servlets – Part of the J2EE platform and are 
small Java apps that run on a Java-enabled app 
sever.

 Java Beans– is a reusable software component that 
can be visually manipulated in a builder tool.



Java Language Structure
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 Java is a form-free programming language.
 The program contains several statements, each 

ending with a semicolon (;).

Class

Identifiers

Keywords Variables

Methods Comments

Naming Conventions



Java Language Structure
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 All code is grouped into classes
 A class is a code container.
 Class starts with an access modifier  (i.e. Public or 

Private)
 Followed by the keyword class
 And then the name of the class

 Every class definition is enclosed w/in brackets {}

public class BMICalculator {

}
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 The class can have both variables and methods.
 The main method is the entry point of program 

execution.
 Every Java program should have a main method.
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 An identifier is a name of a language element.
 This can be a class, variable or method.
 An identifier cannot be equal to a reserved 

keyword, null literal or Boolean literal.
 Java is case sensitive.
 When creating identifiers, make sure there 

descriptive and use full words.



Java Keywords
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 All Java keywords have a special reserved 
meaning in Java and thus can not be used as 
identifiers.

public

class

double

void

static



Variables
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 A variable is a name for a memory location that 
stores a specific value.



Methods
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 A method is a piece of code within a class 
definition, and it performs a specific kind of 
functionality.

 Every method definition is enclosed within 
brackets {….}

 The main method is the main entry point of 
program execution.

public void static



Comments
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 Comments are documentation to improve code 
readability and facilitate future maintenance 
operations.

 They are not executed when the Java program 
runs.
 Line Comment  

//  This is the main method

 Block Comments 
/*   Here, we call the method …
*    calculate the value
*/



Naming Conventions
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IDENTIFIER CONVENTION

Class UpperCamelCase: The first letter of 
each word is capitalized

Variable lowerCamelCase: The first letter is 
lowercase and the first letters of all 
following words are capitalized

Method lowerCamelCase: The first letter is 
lowercase and the first letters of all 
following words are capitalized



Java Data Types
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 Every variable should first be carefully declared 
upfront before it can be used.

 The data type of a variable specifies the kind of 
values it can be assigned.

 A data type tells the compiler:
 how much memory to allocate to a variable
 the format in which it will be stored
 the operations that can run on it.



Primitive Data Types
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 Java supports eight built-in primitive data types.
 If the variable is not initialized, the compiler will 

automatically assign a default value.
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Operators
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 Perform data manipulation on one or more input 
variables (called operands).

Assignment Arithmetic

Bitwise

Logical

Relational



Literals
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 A literal is a value assigned to a variable of a 
specific type. 
weight = 60;
height = 1.70;

 In this example, the equal (=) is used as an 
assignment operator to assign the literals 60 and 
1.70 to the variables weight and height. 



Arithmetic Operators
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 Arithmetic operators performs basic 
mathematical operations on numerical values. 

Arithmetic Operator Example Meaning
+ 4+2 Addition
- 4-2 Subtraction
+ 4*2 Multiplication
/ 4/2 Division
% 8%3 Modulo (remainder

after integer division)



Assignment Operators
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 The assignment operator assigns values to a 
variable. 

Assignment
Operator

Example Meaning Result

= weight =85; Assign the value 85 85
+= weight += 2; weight = weight + 2 87
- = weight -= 2; weight= weight - 2 85
*= weight *= 2; weight= weight * 2 170
/= weight /= 2; weight= weight / 2 85
%= weight %= 2; weight= weight % 2 1
++ weight ++; weight= weight + 1 2
-- weight -- weight= weight - 1 1
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 A logical operator returns a Boolean result (True 
or False)

Logical 
Operator

Meaning Examples Result

&& Conditional AND operator: 
True if both operands are 
true

A && B False

| | Conditional OR operator:
True if at least one operand 
is true

A | | B True

^ Bitwise & Logical XOR 
operator. True if one, and 
only one, operand is true

A ^ B True

! Unary NOT operator: True if 
the operand is false

!A False



Relational Operators
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 These type of operators check the relationship 
between two operands that are usually numbers 
or at least can be represented as numbers.

Relational 
Operator

Meaning Example Result

> Greater than  (a= 5, b=10) a >  b False
>= Greater than or equal (a= 5, b= 10) b >= a True
< Less than (b= 10, c= 3) c  <  b True
<= Less than or equals b <=  a False
== Equal a == c True
!= Not equal a ! = b True



Arrays
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 An array is a composite variable holding a fixed 
amount of values of a specific type.

 When an array is declared, the data type it will 
contain is set.

 An array has a fixed number of elements that are 
accessed by an index, which points to the nth

element of the array.
 The first element of the array has an index of 0



Arrays
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 An array is a composite variable holding a fixed 
amount of values of a specific data type

 The array can then be initialized using the new 
operator.

weightArray

index
0 1 2 43



Arrays
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 An array can be populated as follows.

weightArray

index
0 1 2 43

85f 72f 68f 94f 78f
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 An array can be populated as follows.

weightArray

index
0 1 2 43

85f 72f 68f 94f 78f



Arrays
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index



Type Casting
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 Type casting refers to converting a value from a 
specific data type to a variable of another type.

 Two Types of Conversion:
1. Widening Conversion (Implicit Casting)
2. Narrowing Conversion (Explicit Casting)

 Hierarchy of primitive data types are as follows 
(high precision to low precession)

byteshortintlongfloatdouble



Type Casting
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 Widening Conversion (Implicit Casting):
– Is when a value of a narrow (lower precision) data 

type is converted to a value of a broader (higher 
precision) data type

– Example below, an integer variable a with 4 is 
promoted to a higher order double data type without 
lost of information



Type Casting
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 Narrow Conversion (Implicit Casting):
– Is when a value of a broader (higher precision) data 

type is converted to a value of a narrow (lower 
precision) data type.

– Example below, is an float variable b with 6.82f is 
demoted to a lower order integer data type with lost of 
information


